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Supplemental Methods: 
Study Samples and Data Collection 

The protocols for subject recruitment and data collection for the COPDGene study have 
been previously described[1]. During COPDGene Phase 2, five-year follow-up data were 
obtained, and this analysis uses data from 4,726 subjects with complete baseline and follow-up 
data as of December 3, 2018. All study participants provided written informed consent. 
Spirometry was performed before and after administration of 180 mcg of albuterol according to 
international guidelines[2]. Quantitative chest CT assessment of emphysema and airway wall 
thickness have been previously described[3]. Adjusted measures of total lung density corrected 
for variation in depth of inspiration were calculated using the sponge model and used in analyses 
of longitudinal change in emphysema[4].  
 
Subtype Definitions 
  Four previously defined COPD subtypes were selected to generate subtype-oriented 
disease axes.  For this purpose, readily applicable and well-recognized subtypes were selected 
that are easily defined categorically. These subtypes were: Chronic Bronchitis (CB) was defined 
as the presence of chronic cough and sputum production for at least 3 months per year for at least 
the previous two years[5]. The Pink Puffer (PP)/Blue Bloater (BB) subtype was defined as 
follows: PP = body mass index (BMI) < 20, resting O2 saturation >= 90%, total low attenuation 
area at -950 Hounsfield units (%LAA-950) > 10. BB = BMI >25, resting O2 saturation < 90%, 
and presence of chronic bronchitis[6]. The Frequent Exacerbator subtype was defined as subjects 
with >=2 COPD exacerbations[7] over the 12 months before COPDGene enrollment by self-
report. COPD exacerbations were defined as self-reported respiratory episodes treated with either 
antibiotics, oral steroids, and/or requiring hospitalization. The upper/lower lobe emphysema 
predominant subtype was defined as subjects with a log Upper/Lower lobe emphysema ratio 
>1.5 for upper lobe or <-1.5 for lower lobe emphysema predominance. In subsequent analysis, 
subtypes were considered separately, and all subjects had an assignment for each of the four 
subtype classifications, meaning that all subjects were included in one of the categories for each 
of the four subtypes. For any subtypes where subjects did not meet any of the subtype 
definitions, these subjects were coded as “neither” and included in subsequent regression 
analyses as a comparison group. 
 
Identification of Subtype-Oriented Disease Axes 
 We propose to identify continuous disease axes that incorporate COPD subtypes. To 
achieve this, we assume that each of these continuous disease axes is given by a linear projection 
of the observed data, defined as  

!"# = %# ⋅ '"	, 
where  '" with * ∈ {1,… ,/} is a 1-dimensional vector, representing the 1	features for the *-th 

subject. %# with * ∈ {1,… , 2} is a 1-dimensional vector, each of whose elements represents the 

weight of the projection for each feature. / and 2 are the numbers of subjects and axes, 

respectively. The operator ⋅ represents the dot product between two vectors. 

 We assume that each axis 3 best separates one pair of a binary class, where the binary 
class is generated by comparing classes in each subtype in a pairwise manner. For example, for 
the Pink Puffer/Blue Bloater (PPBB) subtype, we generated 2 pairs of binary classes:  Neither vs. 
Pink Puffer; and Neither vs. Blue Bloater. We learn 2 axes for each of the 2 pairs of binary 
classes.  
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 We let 4"# ∈ {0, 1} represent the binary value of the 3-th pair of binary classes for the *-

th subject. Since we assume each axis 3 best separates the binary classes, we want to find a 

projection vector %# and a threshold b7 such that  

8!"# ≥ :# 		⇔ 		 4"# = 1
!"# < :# 	⇔ 		 4"# = 0 , =>?	!33	* ∈ {1, … , /}, 

i.e., after projected to the axis 3, we want all subjects with 4"# = 1 located on the right hand side 

of :#; and all subjects with 4"# = 0 located on the left hand side of :#. 
 In real data, such %# and b7 that perfectly separate the binary classes might not exist. 
Therefore, we relax the restriction, and allow a subset of the subjects to be located at the “wrong 

side” of the threshold	b7, but penalized with a loss value that is measured by the sigmoid 

function. Therefore, we find the optimal %@ # and bA 7 by minimizing the loss function 

Bw@ l,bAlC= arg min
wl,bl

− 1

∑ 4F#GFHI
J4"#
G

"HI
log =(%# ⋅ '" − :#)   

																		− 1

∑ (1 −	4F#)GFHI
J(1 − 4"#)
G

"HI
log{	1 − 	=(%# ⋅ '" − :#)	} 

Where =(⋅) is the sigmoid function that is defined as 

=(P) = 	 1
1 + RST 

This equation is the normalized version of the loss function for logistic regression. Note that 

∑ 4F#GFHI  and ∑ (1 −	4F#)GFHI  are the numbers of positive and negative subjects of the 3-th binary 

classes, respectively. We introduce the factors 
1

∑ UVWXVYZ
 and 

1

∑ (IS	UVW)XVYZ
 to normalize the loss 

function with respect to the number of positive and negative subjects, since some of the binary 
classes are imbalanced. Introducing these factors increases the penalty of misclassifying a 
subject in the smaller class compared to misclassifying a subject in the larger class. 

 We find the optimal %@ # and bA7 by minimizing the loss function for each binary class 3 
using gradient descent.  The disease axes discovered are given by  

!"# = %@ # ⋅ '". 
 
  
CT Image Analysis and Phenotype Generation 

Quantitative airway and emphysema measures were generated using 3D SLICER density 
mask analysis (https://www.slicer.org/), Thirona Lung Quantification software 
(https://thirona.eu/), and VIDA software (https://vidadiagnostics.com/). In addition to whole-lung 
emphysema measurement, the lungs were automatically segmented based on anatomically-
defined lung lobes and emphysema was quantified by calculating the 15th percentile of the lung 
density histogram (Perc15) and the % of low attenuation area <-950 Hounsfield units (% LAA-
950) for each lobe. The lingula was included in the left upper lobe measurements. Adjusted 
measures of total lung density corrected for variation in depth of inspiration were calculated 
using the sponge model and used in analyses of longitudinal change in emphysema[4]. Airway 
wall thickness was obtained along the center line of the lumen, in the middle third of the airway 
segment, for one segmental airway of each lung lobe. Pi10 represents the square root of the wall 
area of a hypothetical airway of 10-mm internal perimeter.  
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Statistical Analysis 
 Subtypes and disease axes were related to continuous measures of five-year COPD 
progression which were change in FEV1 % of predicted (calculated using the Hankinson 
equations[8]) and adjusted lung density based on the sponge model adjusted change in the 15th 
percentile of the lung density histogram (Perc15). Change values were calculated as visit 2 
values – visit 1 values, with disease progression represented by negative values for FEV1 % of 
predicted and Perc15. Prior to subsequent analysis, outlying observations for longitudinal change 
values >5 standard deviations from the mean were removed. Twenty-one subjects who had lung 
transplantation or lung volume reduction surgery between visit 1 and 2 were removed from this 
analysis. Measures of COPD progression were related to COPD subtypes or DAs using linear 
regression adjusted for the baseline FEV1 % predicted and baseline emphysema as well as self-
reported smoking status at both Visit 1 and Visit 2. To compare the predictive power of subtype 
versus disease axes, an additional set of models were constructed in which both subtypes and 
their corresponding disease axes were included in the model.  
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ST1. Characteristics of Analyzed Subjects at Baseline Visit.  

  
All No CB CB Non-FE FE 

PP/BB, 
Neither 

Pink Puffer Blue Bloater 
ULE/LLE, 

Neither 
LLE ULE 

N 4726 3954 772 4416 310 4664 45 17 4418 37 271 

Age 59.7 (9) 60.0 (9) 58.7 (8) 59.6 (9) 60.6 (8) 59.6 (9) 60.4 (7) 62.0 (8) 59.7 (9) 62.7 (9) 58.3 (8) 

Female, % 49 50 44 48 63 49 56 51 49 51 47 

African-American, % 29 30 27 30 28 29 42 24 29 16 41 

Pack Years 42.2 (23) 41.2 (23) 47.7 (24) 41.9 (23) 46.7 (23) 42.1 (23) 46.7 (25) 61.5 (29) 41.9 (23) 46.0 (22) 47.3 (25) 

FEV1 % predicted 81.2 (22) 82.9 (22) 72.6 (23) 82.4 (22) 63.3 (23) 81.6 (22) 50.3 (25) 42.9 (18) 81.6 (22) 66.8 (20) 76.9 (19) 

FEV1/FVC 0.69 (0.14) 0.70 (0.13) 0.64 (0.15) 0.70 (0.13) 0.59 (0.16) 0.70 (0.13) 0.46 (0.15) 0.46 (0.15) 0.70 (0.14) 0.64 (0.15) 0.66 (0.12) 

BMI 29.1 (6) 29.1 (6) 29.0 (6) 29.0 (6) 30.4 (7) 29.1 (6) 18.2 (2) 32.9 (6) 29.2 (6) 29.1 (6) 27.4 (6) 

Chronic Bronchitis, 
% 

16 0 100 15 36 16 24 100 16 32 20 

Exacerbations, past 
12 months (IQR) 

0 (0)           

MMRC Dyspnea 
Score (IQR) 

0 (2)           

Six Minute Walk 
Distance, meters 

1441 (365)           

Perc15 -916 (29) -915 (28) -917 (31) -915 (28) -925 (33) -915 (28) -963 (15) -933 (36) -916.6 (29) -911 (24) -914 (31) 

Upper/Lower 
Emphysema Ratio, 
median (IQR) 

1.3 (1.1) 1.3 (1.1) 1.2 (1.2) 1.3 (1.1) 1.3 (1.4) 1.3 (1.1) 1.4 (1.2) 1.2 (1.2) 1.2 (1.0) 0.2 (0.1) 6.9 (4.2) 

Log Upper/Lower 
Emphysema Ratio 

0.3 (0.7) 0.3 (0.7) 0.3 (0.8) 0.3 (0.7) 0.3 (0.8) 0.3 (0.7) 0.5 (0.8) 0.3 (0.9) 0.2 (0.6) -1.9 (0.5) 2.0 (0.4) 

Delta FEV1 -2.2 (10) -1.77 (10) -4.2 (11) -2.1 (10) -3.3 (11) -2.1 (10) -8.3 (12) -4.3 (10) -2.0 (10) -2.3 (11) -4.7 (11) 

Delta Perc15 -0.05 (13.5) 0.38 (13) -2.2 (14) 0.02 (13) -0.92 (14) 0.0 (14) -3.8 (11) -10.8 (6) 0.3 (13) -9.1 (15) -5.1 (14) 

Days of follow-up 2022 (282) 2022 (280) 2019 (288) 2023 (284) 2004 (246) 2022 (282) 2018 (291) 1931 (230) 2023 (282) 2052 (280) 1989 (269) 

Values are from the baseline visit. Values are mean (SE) unless otherwise noted. IQR = interquartile range. 

Perc15 - quantitative measure of CT emphysema, i.e. 15th percentile of lung density histogram 

Upper/Lower Emphysema Ratio - %LAA-950 in upper third of lung/%LAA-950 in lower third of lung 
MMRC – modified Medical Research Council questionnaire 

Delta FEV1 - FEV1 at visit 2 - FEV1 at visit 1 (FEV1 measured in milliliters) 

Delta Perc15 - sponge model adjusted lung density at visit 2 - sponge model adjusted lung density at visit 1 

Percentage of deaths between visit 1 and visit 2. 

CB = chronic bronchitis; FE = frequent excaerbators; PP = pink puffer; BB = blue bloater; ULE = upper lobe emphysema predominant; LLE = lower lobe emphysema predominant; PP/BB, 
Neither = subjects not classified as PP or BB; ULE/LLE, Neither = subjects not classifed as upper or lower lobe emphysema predominant. 
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ST2. COPD Subtype Definitions 

Characteristic or comorbidity Definition 

Frequent Exacerbator >=2 exacerbations over the previous 12 months, self-reported 

Chronic bronchitis Chronic cough and phlegm for ≥ 3 months/year for at least 2 consecutive years 

Pink puffer Emphysema > 10%, BMI ≤ 20, Resting oxygen saturation  ≥ 90% 

Blue bloater Chronic bronchitis (defined above), BMI > 25, Resting oxygen saturation  < 90% 

Lower lobe emphysema 
predominant 

Log of Upper/lower lobe emphysema distribution ratio <-1.5 

Upper lobe emphysema 
predominant 

Log of Upper/lower lobe emphysema distribution ratio >1.5 

 
 
 
ST3. Variables Used for Disease Axis Identification in Baseline (Visit 1) Data 

Variable Description 

CT Whole Lung Emphysema % of lung voxels less than -950 HU from whole lung CT at full inspiration 

log of Whole Lung Emphysema log(CT Whole Lung Emphysema + 1) 

log of right upper lobe emphysema log(% LAA-950 in right upper lobe + 1) 

log of right middle lobe emphysema log(% LAA-950 in right middle lobe + 1) 

log of right lower lobe emphysema log(% LAA-950 in right lower lobe + 1) 

log of left upper lobe emphysema log(% LAA-950 in left upper lobe + 1) 

log of left lower lobe emphysema log(% LAA-950 in left lower lobe + 1) 

log of right upper lobe emphysema residuals residuals after regressing RUL emphysema on total emphysema 

log of right middle lobe emphysema residuals residuals after regressing RML emphysema on total emphysema 

log of right lower lobe emphysema residuals residuals after regressing RLL emphysema on total emphysema 

log of left upper lobe emphysema residuals residuals after regressing LUL emphysema on total emphysema 

log of left lower lobe emphysema residuals residuals after regressing LLL emphysema on total emphysema 

Pack Years self-reported total pack years of smoking exposure 

Emphysema apico-basal distribution difference (%LAA -950 in RUL + LUL) - (%LAA -950 in RLL + LLL) 

log of Emphysema apico-basal distribution ratio log((%LAA -950 in RUL + LUL)/(%LAA -950 in RLL + LLL)) 

Segmental wall area thickness 
Airway wall thickness was obtained along the center line of the lumen, in the 
middle third of the airway segment, for one segmental airway of each lung lobe.  

Total lung capacity % of predicted Total lung capacity as percentage of predicted value using reference equations. 

FEV1 % of predicted FEV1 % predicted calculated using Hankinson reference equations 

FEV1/FVC ratio FEV1/FVC 

Bronchodilator response, % FEV1 Pre/Post-bronchodilator FEV1 % change 

Bronchodilator response, % FVC Pre/Post-bronchodilator FVC % change 

FEF 25-75% forced expiratory flow at 25–75% of FVC 

O2 saturation blood oxygen saturation at rest 

Age of smoking initiation Self-reported age at first smoking 

BMI body mass index 

Distance walked Six minute walk distance 

Pi10 SRWA square root of the wall area of a hypothetical airway of 10mm internal perimeter 
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ST 4: Beta-coefficients from Subtype Propensity Score Models (see Subtype Propensity Score Weights.xls) 
 
ST 5. Subtype and Disease Axis Associations to 5-Year Change in FEV1 (ml) 
 

Progression 

Measure 
Subtype Class Subtype Pair 

Subtypes Disease Axes 

Beta (SE) P 
% variance 

expained 
Beta (SE) P 

% variance 

explained 

∆ FEV1 (ml) 

Chronic Bronchitis Chronic Bronchitis (No versus Yes) -52.6 (11.0) <0.001 8.9 -69.7 (10.4) <0.001 9.3 

Frequent Exacerbator Frequent Exacerbators (No versus Yes) -38.9 (16.3) 0.02 8.5 -63.2 (9.4) <0.001 9.3 

Pink Puffer/Blue Bloater 
PP/BB (Neither versus PP) -86.8 (41.3) 0.04 

8.5 
-23.5 (3.4) <0.001 

9.6 
PP/BB (Neither versus BB) -58.7 (65.9) 0.37 -19.5 (3.4) <0.001 

Upper/Lower Emphysema 

Upper/Lower Emphysema (Neither versus 

LLE) 
-36.2 (44.5) 0.42 

8.7 

-15.6 (9.0) 0.08 

8.5 
Upper/Lower Emphysema (Neither versus 

ULE) 
-57.8 (16.9) 0.001 9.6 (6.5) 0.14 

For each outcome and subtype class, two regression models were constructed for each subtype class. These model contained either the relevant subtypes or the 

corresponding disease axes. The COPD progression outcome is five-year change in FEV1 (ml). All models also included baseline FEV1 % predicted, emphysema, gender, 

height, and current smoking status at visit 1 and 2. PP/BB and Upper/Lower emphysema subtypes have three categories and thus 2 contrasts are included in the same model 

for each subtype group, respectively. 

PP – Pink Puffer; BB – Blue Bloater; LLE = lower lobe emphysema predominant subtype; ULE – upper lobe emphysema predominant subtype. 
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SF3. Correlation Plot of Principal Components of Predictor Variables versus Disease Axes. 
Principal components calculated from the 27 predictor variables have little correlation with the 
subtype-defined disease axes learned from these variables. PC = principal component. CB = 
chronic bronchitis subtype-defined disease axis (SDDA). FE = frequent exacerbator SDDA. 
Neither_PP = SDDA for the subtype pair of Pink Puffers versus neither. Neither_BB = SDDA 
for Blue Bloaters versus neither. Neither_LLE = SDDA for Lower Lobe emphysema group 
versus neither. Neither_ULE = SDDA for upper lobe emphysema group versus neither. Neither 
refers to subjects in the PP/BB and LLE/LUE subgrouping that were not assigned to either 
subtype of the subtype class (i.e. neither for PP/BB refers to subjects who were not classified as 
either Pink Puffers or Blue Bloaters). 
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